
How to Make a ‘Rub Out’ 

Taking the time to make a ‘Rub Out’ of any colour pigment is a very 
worthwhile exercise.  It allows the artist to explore and see all the properties 
of a particular pigment clearly without the inherent distractions of doing a 
painting.  

• The artist can get a ‘feel’ for the paint.  Is the paint texture gritty or 
smooth?  Is it an oily pigment or does it feel short (stiff)?   Do brands 
differ?

• The paint colour becomes evident as it is thinned with medium and as 
white is added.

• The properties of one pigment are revealed in comparison to another 
pigment in the same colour family, making choosing which pigment to use 
in a painting easier.

• A chart format enables the artist to refer back to this useful information at 
anytime.
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Making a Rub Out

Choose a colour family to begin with.  In this example blue is used.  Notice 
that black is included in the blue family.  

What you will need:
• A piece of linen or paper linen A4 size
• Up to five tubes of paint from a colour family
• Ruler 
• Pen
• Paper towel

Making the Rub Out: 

1. Rule the A4 linen into five equal columns (approx. 60mm each) leaving

      space for a heading. 

2.   Write the heading for each column being, the pigment and the brand. 

      Start with the darkest pigment moving along to the lightest pigment. 

      See example below (MH is Michael Harding)
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3.   Place two a small pools of pigment in the first column.




4.  Using your finger and a small amount of medium mix the 

     first pool of pigment with medium, using a circular

     motion moving all the way down the column.  Aim to have

     it run out just before the end.  Use more medium if you

     need to.


Tip:  To get them even is a skill that comes with practice.  Have plenty of 
rags/paper towel handy and wipe your fingers often during the rubbing out of 
each column to keep a clan and accurate gradation.




5.  Do the same to the second pool of pigment using only

     white.  Add more white as you move down the column. 

     Notice how the pigment appears as it lightens.


6.  Aim to keep each rub out as neat and as even as you can.


Keep your Rub Outs handy, even on the wall, as they are a very good 
reference.
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